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Warpia Unveils WarpiaTV, a New Way to Stream Media
and Browse the Web from Your PC to Your TV

WarpiaTV combines wireless streaming from PC to TV with special icon
based web video browser software powered by Kylo and a Wireless
Motion controller featuring Freespace® technology
San Jose, CA. – (January 10, 2012) - Warpia, a premier technology brand dedicated to delivering
intuitive connectivity solutions, announces WapriaTV, a wireless PC to TV connectivity solution featuring
a Wireless Motion Controller and web video browsing software. Users can stream their favorite sports,
news, entertainment and HDD content wirelessly from up to 30 ft. away while maintaining complete
control of their content via the included Wireless Motion Controller. In addition, the icon based web
browser makes viewing content from popular internet video sites quick and easy.
WarpiaTV enables users to stream any content from their notebook or PC wirelessly to an HDTV in
1080p full high definition with stereo audio. Content such as streaming video, pictures, movies,
presentations, Facebook, Twitter and other applications can be shown on your HDTV in the room

without the hassle and clutter of wires while you continue to use your laptop screen to surf the web,
check email, and more.
“We are thrilled to partner with Hillcrest Labs to bring our successful line of streaming solutions to a
new level, offering a product that provides the ultimate entertainment solution for the home”, says
Mike Walsh President of Warpia. “With this addition to our line of products, Warpia now offers more
streaming solutions for the home or business than similar companies in the market. We are proud to be
the one stop company that provides a solution for every consumer whether they are on a budget or
looking to maximize their home entertainment experience.”

The new WarpiaTV Browser powered by Kylo simplifies PC and internet viewing on your television with
a customized icon based browsing guide to the most watched internet sites like Pandora, Netflix,
Amazon, YouTube and more.

The included Wireless Motion Controller provides the ability to control the PC Mouse and seven PC
functions including, volume, mute and escape. With Hillcrest Labs Freespace® technology, the user
doesn’t need to point the controller at the screen for basic control functions such as volume, mute and

escape. Freespace® technology allows the user to hold the Wireless Motion Controller in the position
that is the most comfortable for him/her. For web browsing and cursor placement, simply point the
Controller at the TV and the curser moves on the screen, allowing the user to experience the latest
technology in PC to TV navigation.
WarpiaTV includes a the Wireless Motion Controller, HDMI cable, USB adapter for the mouse, wireless
USB receiver, wireless USB HD adapter, quick start guide and installation CD. Two screens at once, the
WarpiaTV now extends your world wirelessly for $199.99 SRP at www.warpia.com
About Warpia:
Warpia, a premier technology brand, is dedicated to delivering advanced connectivity solutions to the
mainstream. Providing superior technical support and customer service, Warpia uses UWB technology
to optimize your home office or home entertainment experience. For more information, please visit
www.warpia.com.
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